TRUCK BANNER INSTALLATION GUIDE
This method explains an inexpensive and easy way to install a vinyl billboard banner onto
a box truck or trailer. This method uses simple tools and materials that you can buy for
less than fifty dollars at Home Depot, Lowes or other home improvement stores.
Unlike other mounting systems that require a proprietary banner with special ridges, this
method makes a similar frame using aluminum carpet trim. Carpet trim is great because it
is inexpensive and lightweight, but durable enough to secure a banner to your truck box
for years.
There is always more than one way to “skin a cat”. You can use a variety of different
products to achieve a similar result; different types of trim framing, different metal
screw sizes. The concept is basically the same, and a working man who needs some
outdoor advertising can save big $$$ by using this method.
I provide this information for FREE of charge- don't let anyone sell you these same
instructions. And remember, BudgetBanners.biz can provide the same quality product
you may pay nearly TWICE the price for elsewhere, and we always include FREE DESIGN
with every order.

MEASURING YOUR TRUCK BOX
Your first step is to determine the size of the banner that you will need. Start by
measuring the USABLE area of your box truck.

You may have a 6ft by 12ft box, but that does not necessarily mean you need a banner
that same size...In all likelihood you will need a slightly smaller banner that will fit the
exact parameters of your box and not run against the edges of the box or cover your gas
cap. You should measure just inside the outer edges of the truck and allow and inch or
so of space here.

The trim pieces that you will use to attach the billboard can cross the lines of fasteners
on your truck but should not be adhered directly parallel to these lines. It is very
difficult to drill into these areas as they are reinforced.

We will custom design and print the billboard vinyl according to your exact
specifications and the size of your truck.
It is ALWAYS better to create a billboard vinyl that is a little smaller, rather than too
large and unable to fit.
Billboard vinyls should be designed with an allowance for the trim framing, therefore all
readable text and important graphics should be at least 3 or 4 inches from the
billboards edges, as this portion of the vinyl will be covered by the trim frame...

INSTALLING THE BANNER ON TO YOUR TRUCK BOX
You will need several tools and materials that you can easily find at you local hardware
store1-Aluminum Carpet Trim about 2 inches wide and metal screws
2-Heavy Duty Adhesive Tape
3-A Level
4-A Chop Saw (a hacksaw will work also)
5- A power drill and a screwdriver
In summary, you will be mounting your banner onto the box with heavy duty tape and
then building a frame around the banner with strips of aluminum carpet trim that have
been cut to size. You will then drill small holes through the trim frame, tape and into
the box metal to secure the banner...
After cleaning the truck box or trailer, measure to determine what size of banner can
be used. You will want to allow a little space between the top of the aluminum trim and
the framing of the box itself. Allow space for any safety equipment like reflectors or the
gas cap if a truck.

STEP ONE- Tape the top of the banner into place. Pull the corners tight to get any
wrinkles or creases out of the vinyl.

(The billboard vinyl should be pulled tight and leveled. You can sometimes use the lines of
the truck box as a visual reference to insure the vinyl is straight. Your truck or trailer
should be parked on a level surface)
STEP TWO- Cut the pieces of trim framing to specifications. Ideally, these pieces of trim
framing should be cut at a 45 degree angle, but they can be cut straight and butted
together as seen in these images.....Before you drill, it's a good idea to tape the trim
framing into place just to make sure everything fits OK.

STEP THREE- Level the top strip of trim framing and screw into place.

STEP FOUR- Pull the banner taut as possible and tape the bottom edges.

STEP FIVE- Finish by screwing the side and bottom strips of trim into place. You should
drive all screws AWAY from the center of the billboard vinyl. This provides extra
tension and will tighten the vinyl.

The heavy duty tape provides the initial adhesion to the truck box. the metal screws
are then driven in at an angle away from the center of the graphic to provide a
tightening effect. The aluminum carpet trim is great because it works as a protection
against any wind shear and is light enough to be taped into place while you are starting
to work.

OPTIONAL- Sometimes it's not a bad idea to use a tube of clear silicon gel to seal the
outer edges of the trim to protect water from entering.
I hope you find this instructional manual helpful!

